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B4 is the new name for the
updated version of Steinberg's

Orchestral Soundtrack software
which now includes a complete set

of orchestral instrument sample
libraries in the B4 Library. This

sample library is the second in the
library series from NI, developed

in collaboration with Pulsar to
create outstanding new instrument

libraries that combine the
flexibility of a modular synthesiser
with the warmth and quality of a
traditional acoustic instrument.

Pulsar have done an excellent job
combining sound sources and

patching tools in this library, giving
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you the ability to create your own
virtual orchestras at your

computer. Every single sample in
this library is a real instrument or a
collection of real instruments, so
all the pitch bends, articulations
and non-linear processing can be

heard. The library is also modular,
so you can use any part as a drum,

chord or percussion patch. NI's
new B4 software also features a

new instrument host, the XCUE 2,
the first programmable control

surface for the X-Series
synthesisers. Using XCUE 2 you
can easily control the volume and
panning of your NI synthesiser as

well as apply delay, reverb and
filtering to your samples. B4

Orchestral Soundtrack Library
Version 1.0 is now available,

containing five new orchestral
libraries, a new virtual synthesiser

host, a comprehensive sound
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production program and a new
patch editor. This huge update
comes in two sections, the B4

Library and the Sound Producer.
B4 Library This section of the

software contains five new
orchestral instrument libraries, all

generated from a new, fully
sampled piano in the B4 Piano

Library. This library is the second
in the library series from NI,

developed in collaboration with
Pulsar to create outstanding new
instrument libraries that combine

the flexibility of a modular
synthesiser with the warmth and
quality of a traditional acoustic
instrument. Pulsar have done an
excellent job combining sound

sources and patching tools in this
library, giving you the ability to

create your own virtual orchestras
at your computer. Every single
sample in this library is a real
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instrument or a collection of real
instruments, so all the pitch bends,

articulations and non-linear
processing can be heard. The

library is also modular, so you can
use any part as a drum, chord or
percussion patch. NI's new B4
software also features a new

instrument host, the XCUE 2, the
first programmable control surface

for the X-Series synthesisers.
Using XC

January 19, 2561 BC - To access
it, click Go in the Finder menu bar

and press the Alt key. The
"Library" entry will now appear in
the menu. 2. Reinstall Â· Restart.

3. Reinstall Â· In the Add/Remove
Programs window, click System
Repair and run System Repair. 4.

Reinstall Â· Restart. 5. Reinstall Â·
In the Add/Remove Programs

window, click System Repair and
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run System Repair. 6. Reinstall Â·
In the Add/Remove Programs

window, click System Repair and
run System Repair. 7. fffad4f19a
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